In the variable elimination algorithm of chain graph model, different elimination order lead to different computational efficiency, combining Maximum Cardinality Search (MCS) and Lexicographic Breadth First Search, Variant Minimal (Lex-M) algorithm. This paper gets an algorithm of searching to eliminate order in the chain graph model, namely Maximum Cardinality Search, Variant Minimal (MCS-M).
Introduction
In the research of the practical problems such as medical diagnosis [1] and image segmentation [2] , there may be a causal relation or correlation between variants. When the model has causation and correlation at the same time, the complex relationships between variables model become a great direction of social research. So, the chain graph model [3] become a research hot spot. Koller et al. [4] proposed the concept of the moral graph; Koster et al. [5] described the concept of vertex degree and proposed the weight of the vertex. When the processing inference problem in the chain graph model, the eliminate order has a great effect on the calculation efficiency of the algorithm. Unfortunately, Yananakis [6] proved that finding optimal triangulations is NP-complete problems. However, the question is not over. Boender [7] adopts the method of approximation to deal with the problem. Tarjan et al. [8] proposes Maximum Cardinality Search(MCS) algorithm. Rose et al. [9] proposes Lexicographic Breadth First Search, Variant Minimal(Lex-M) algorithm. Berry et al. [10] propose Maximum Cardinality Search, Variant Minimal(MCS-M) in the simple graph.
This paper base on the definition of the chain graph model, combine the Lex-M and MCS algorithm, the MCS-M algorithm is extended to chain graph model, receive the MCS-M algorithm in the chain graph model, enrich the research of chain graph model.
Definitions and Notations
Thus, we denoted the chain graph model. that is the cardinality of the already processed neighbors of X .
Definition 2. For any pair of nodes
i X and j X ) ≠ ( j i , if j i X X → , then i X is parent nodes of j X , denoted ) pa( i X , then j X is child nodes of i X , denoted ) ch( i X . If j i X X -, then i X is neighborhood of j X , denoted ) nb( j X .
The MCS-M Algorithm
The new algorithm MCS-M is an extension of MCS. First of all, according to Definintion 3, this paper is going to chain graph model into the moral graph ) M(G . Next, for each vertex i X , the MCS-M algorithm calculates an integer degree:
(1) Note, the study chooses a vertex X that is the maximum degree, so vertex X is the first numbered vertex. After X is labeled, this paper calculates the numbered weight of the remaining
(2) According to the above algorithm, this paper calculates the numbered weight of remaining 1 n nodes, and choose an unnumbered vertex Y of maximum weight. Then we repeat the above procedure, only one vertex can be numbered at each time, until all vertices are numbered. The MCS-M algorithm, which is shown in algorithm 2.1, is a simple linear time algorithm, that processes first the vertex X for which n X = ) d( and continues generating an elimination order in reverse.
Algorithm2.1: The MCS-M Algorithm Input: A chain graph model )
The elimination order d is the numbered order  in reverse. Now, calculate the degree of all vertices:
End

Example Implementation
X as the numbered vertex, the weight of the remaining vertex:
X as the numbered vertex. Note that 3 X as the numbered vertex. Note that 4 X as the numbered vertex. Note that 1 X as the numbered vertex, then 2 = ) 2 X as the numbered vertex, 7 X is the last numbered vertex. The elimination order is 7 X , 2 X , 1 X , 4 X , 3 X , 6 X , 5 X .
Summary
This paper has described a new algorithm MCS-M in the chain graph model that computes a minimal elimination order and a minimal triangulation of a chain graph model. The MCS-M can be viewed as a simplification of the Lex-M and MCS algorithm, and simulates a process of choosing a vertex at each step of the elimination game, thereby producing minimal triangulation. However, finding minimum triangulations is NP-hard, and it is impossible to find the optimal elimination order. Therefore, we can only solve the problem by approximation. The MCS-M is one of many approximations. Finding other approximate methods is the focus of our next research.
